
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
Independent gaming company Amanita Design now offers its magical Machinarium game for Intel® 
Atom™ tablets for Android*.  This latest optimization allows a widening audience of mobile device users 
to have access to an enhanced gaming experience. As an Intel® Software Partner, Amanita Design has the 
advantage of myriad technical and business benefits available through the Intel® Developer Zone.  

Machinarium is an evocative, industrial, storybook world where robot characters must solve puzzles 
by searching for clues, interpreting hints and interacting with the odd, mechanistic environment.  
Vivid, beautifully illustrated backgrounds and melancholic music lend the game a strange and alluring 
atmosphere.  Now, the imaginative world of Machinarium is available to an even larger, captive audience 
with this recent compatibility for Intel Atom tablets for Android*.
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Machinarium Game Offers Uniquely Challenging Puzzles on Android* Tablets

Tablets allow users to take the wonder and adventure of Machinarium wherever they go.  This latest 
optimization for Intel Atom tablets for Android* invites gamers to experience the game’s richly layered 
features on a mobile and versatile platform.

Machinarium features: 

Vibrant Illustrations

The lovingly crafted characters, images and backgrounds give 
Machinarium a completely unique and compelling look.  Incredible 
details and saturated colors make this unusual, industrial world 
reminiscent of a graphic novel or a storybook.

Ingenious Animation

The quirky little robot characters are awkward and endearing because 
of the inventive animation style and thoughtful presentation.  The 
pinch-to-zoom action combines with the point-of-view camera work 
to give the game responsiveness and fluid motion.

Rewarding Puzzles

Players will delight in the subtle clues and visual riddles that enable 
them to progress through the game.  Hints, wordless thought bubbles 
and brainteasers present clever challenges that move the plot 
forward.

Fascinating Story

The discarded robot Josef must unlock secret clues to defeat the 
Black Cap Brotherhood and save the rusting, legendary city and his 
girlfriend. Along the way, he must employ the help of other robot 
friends with various forms and functions.

Ethereal Music

The original score was composed by and recorded by Floex 
(Samorost2 OST), lending the game a strange and wondrous 
atmosphere.

Mobile Gaming for a Wider Audience

The sleek, lightweight design of Android* tablets makes it possible 
for players to continue the game, even while they are traveling.  
Downloading the game is simple and the make-believe adventure of 
Machinarium can go virtually anywhere. 



Machinarium on Tablets 
for Android* Powered  
by Intel®

Powerful Android* devices, 
based on  Intel® Atom™ 
processors, provide a high- 
performance platform so that 
players can immerse themselves 
in the wonderful world of 
Machinarium.  
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